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Corporate responsibility framework
RBC Global Asset Management UK
(“RBC GAM”) and BlueBay Asset
Management (“BlueBay”) proactively
engage in many aspects of corporate
responsibility, including establishing
a number of forums and committees,
supporting our staff, communities
and other stakeholders and building
environmental, social and governance
(ESG) investment capabilities.
Since 2019, the diverse aspects of our corporate
responsibility efforts have been brought together
under one framework by the Corporate Responsibility
Committee. Throughout 2021, the Committee
continued to support all underlying groups and offer
a united view of our work across the firm in order to
provide transparency around what we are doing and
our progress.
The Corporate Responsibility Committee (CRC)
The purpose of the Committee is to propose,
implement, monitor and report on RBC GAM UK and
BlueBay’s corporate responsibility framework. The
responsibilities include:
	
Implement the corporate responsibility framework
	
Propose to the Management Committee changes to
the corporate responsibility framework or additional
requirements for inclusion within the corporate
responsibility framework where necessary
	
Ensure working groups and forums are aligned to
the corporate responsibility framework and are
empowered to deliver against this framework,
reporting back to the CRC
	
Establish, monitor and report on key performance
indicators for assessing BlueBay’s performance
against the corporate responsibility framework
	
Produce a monthly corporate responsibility
newsletter to inform staff of each committee/forum’s
news and upcoming events and any progress made
against our corporate responsibility objectives
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Membership and participants
Jayne Fieldhouse
Partner, Head of Global Institutional
Marketing – Committee Chair, Employee Forum
representative, Charity Forum representative

The framework comprises four pillars, each of which
has specific responsibilities.

Erich Gerth
Partner, CEO

Relevant departments, forums and committees are
aligned to a pillar in order to deliver on specific priorities.
The Committee maintains overall responsibility for
the framework.

Andrew Stormer
Senior HR Business Partner HR & People pillar representative

Fig. 1: Our corporate responsibility framework

Constantine Knox
Partner, Associate General Counsel,
Head of Corporate Legal –
Environment pillar representative
David Horsburgh
Head of Client Solutions –
Employee Forum representative
Diana Apedu
Associate, Institutional Strategy – Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion Forum representative

Our people

Our conduct

Our priorities:

Our priorities:

Diversity, equity and
inclusion
Health and wellbeing
Talent management

Elena Koycheva
Institutional Portfolio Manager – Diversity,
Equity and Inclusion Forum representative
Guinevere Taylor
Director, EMEA Distribution – Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion Forum representative
Martin Hellmuth
Manager, Investment Policy –
Social Forum representative
Nick Passfield
Head of Operations –
Charity Forum representative
Zoë Taylor
Communications Manager –
Committee Secretary
(Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Forum
representatives will rotate)

Client satisfaction
Ethical market practice
Investment ESG
Governance and monitoring
Culture

Our communities

Our environment

Our priorities:

Our priorities:

	
Active participant in the
communities in which
we operate to support
and improve our
environment, diversity,
equity and inclusion
Using our capabilities to
assist the communities
in which we operate

Understand the impact
of our operations on the
physical environment
Where possible remove,
minimise or mitigate
our impact on the
environment
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Responsibility to our people
Priorities:
 ttract and retain high-quality talent from
A
the broadest pool of candidates
Be a recognised leader in diversity, equity and
inclusion and provide all our people with
opportunities for growth and development
Leverage diversity, equity and inclusion for the
success of RBC GAM UK and BlueBay
Increase employee engagement
Promote learning and development
Create an inclusive culture
Merge/fully integrate the respective RBC GAM UK
and BlueBay forums and committees
Leverage the DE&I activities, events and initiatives
of the wider RBC business
The key indicators we have put in place to measure progress:
Enhance diversity, equity and inclusion
 6% of employees completed anti-racism training
8
We promote a gender-neutral recruitment process
We partnered with 10,000 Black Interns, Sponsors
for Educational Opportunity (SEO) and Girls are
Investors (GAIN) for our 2021 summer internship
programmes
Increase employee engagement
 eams started experimenting with their initial work
T
formats as part of a flexible future-of-work programme
Our monthly corporate responsibility newsletter
shares details of charity initiatives, volunteering,
DE&I and social events
We have weekly all firm communications
from our CEO
Our Employee Forum supports a quarterly
and annual employee recognition award scheme
We run two all staff social events each year,
as well as regular smaller social events

We introduced a series of short ‘Teach-in-10’
podcasts and videos on ESG themes to help
staff learn about this core focus
BlueBay Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
(DE&I) Forum
 stablished a Diversity, Equity and Inclusion
E
(DE&I) Forum and designed a DE&I framework
The DE&I Forum ran a number of successful events
to celebrate International Women’s Day, Mental
Health Awareness Day and National Inclusion Week
The Forum partnered with RBC to offer staff a
series of DE&I events aimed to raise awareness on
various DE&I topics. Over the year the Forum
worked to strengthen the connectivity with RBC’s
employee resource groups
 lueBay’s D&I Vision and Strategy, were reviewed
B
and re-approved by the Management Committee

Fig. 2: Our DE&I framework

Firm strategy and senior leadership
HR processes and data
Diversity, equity and inclusion initiatives
Gender
Ethnicity and race
LGBTQ+ and sexual orientation

Improve skills of our workforce
 nline communication training offered to staff
O
globally – 64% attended
Management training programme – 16% attended
Individually tailored coaching programmes offered to
support management development

Neurodiversity and disability
Background and socio-economic
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In 2021 the concept of equity was formally introduced
to the remit of the DE&I Forum
I n the summer of 2021 BlueBay participated in
the GAIN and 100Black Interns programmes aimed
to nurture a more diverse generation of future
investment professionals
As part of our DE&I and charitable efforts BlueBay
staff raised £1000 to support one of BlueBay’s charity
partners – EMpower, which is focused on solutions
that support marginalised youths
 lueBay promoted pronoun use (on a voluntary basis) to
B
promote a more inclusive culture
 lueBay’s CEO & Head of RBC GAM for EMEA APAC,
B
Erich Gerth joined the Standards Board for Alternative
Investments’ EMEA Culture & Diversity Committee
aiming to create a platform for discovery and
discussion around culture and diversity best
practices – resulting in a Report on Principles of
Culture & Diversity Strategies

LGBT Great, PIMFA Diversity and Inclusion Awards,
HERoes, Women in Investment, Women in Finance
and Funds Europe
 ontinued to provide access to Headspace, a
C
mindfulness and meditation app to all employees
 ontinued to provide access to an independent,
C
external employee assistance programme
RBC GAM UK Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) Working Group
In 2020 RBC GAM UK reviewed its hiring practices for
attracting talent to consider whether certain groups or
individuals are being left out or screened immediately. This
has led to looking at alternative venues for advertising our
open roles, such as Sponsors for Educational Opportunity
(SEO), and Black Women in Asset Management.
To increase diverse representation across our
businesses specifically related to Women and ethnic
talent, a structured and monitored approach is
recommended to showcase diverse talent.

BlueBay also supported reboot, an independent
not-for-profit aiming to create long lasting change
around race and ethnicity

We are expanding on our commitment for a 50%
shortlist to include other reportable diverse
backgrounds such as racial diversity.

 ffered a range of training programmes to support
O
inclusion in the workplace including:
- Anti-racism training
- Dignity at work training
- Mental health awareness training
- Financial management training
- Parental coaching
- Senior management coaching

Our enhanced recruitment process now has additional
controls to encourage and drive diversity in our hires.

 number of BlueBay female professionals were
A
recognised at industry-wide awards, including:

Hiring manager toolkit and training
	
Partnerships with target demographic organisations
to increase our talent pool
	
Diverse interview panels so feedback is from multiple
perspectives and reduces the tendency to hire what
we are familiar with
	
Mandatory inclusive recruitment training for all
hiring managers and measuring progress
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Sponsors for Educational Opportunity (SEO)
Our partnership with SEO London began in 2020. Through
SEO, we have access to a talented pool of candidates from
low socioeconomic or ethnic minority backgrounds for
internships with RBC GAM UK, or for lateral hires through
SEO Connect, a network of SEO alumni consisting of
experienced professionals. Now an unlimited number of
open positions at RBC GAM UK can be marketed through
the SEO Jobs Board on the SEO Alumni platform and reach
a large and diverse audience of SEO alumni, for an initial
12-month period. Interested SEO candidates will be sent
to RBC HR. We have already advertised three roles on the
SEO Jobs Board.
Summer intern programme 2021
This programme is designed to maximise the interns’
experience with RBC GAM UK through networking, buddy
assignments, and a final presentation. It includes 8 interns
from two organisations:
In summer 2021, RBC GAM UK placed 4 interns from SEO
within the business, we will look to leverage the SEO
Connect network for events, jobs, and more.
RBC GAM UK is a participating firm of 100 Black Interns –
now 10,000 Black Interns. This initiative was formed in 2020
by senior leaders in asset management to challenge the
industry to make a real change. Participating firms agree
to hire at least one Black intern from a UK university to
work with their investment desks for a minimum of
six weeks. In summer 2021, RBC GAM UK placed 4 interns
from 10,000 Black Interns.
We have also committed to continuing this offering for
summer 2022, with interviews to take place November
– January 2022. The interns will work directly with the
investment desks and have a mentor for guidance. We will
also provide mentors from RBC GAM UK to interns working
at other asset managers – our interns will therefore have
mentors working at other firms as a way for them to get a
broader perspective on the industry.

The programme is designed to equip pupils with hard
skills and fusion skills, but also the inspiration to
develop a career in the asset management industry.
RBC GAM UK is now a sponsoring firm. The commitment
is to guide 1-3 students through the programme which
includes training sessions, ongoing mentoring and
provision of work experience.
Park View Secondary School
RBC GAM UK is participating in the Park View mentoring
programme. Members of RBC GAM UK who volunteer to
be mentors will be placed with students at Park View who
have expressed an interest in the RBC GAM UK employee’s
particular role. This initiative is different in that the goal is
to help pupils who may be at risk of going down the wrong
path – to serve as role models and to mentor students
some of whom may be classified as having behavioural
or other problems. This is a six-week commitment.
Retaining/developing our talent
Creating lasting change involves improving talent
identification processes, introducing mentoring and
sponsorship for diverse talent and creating opportunities
to close perception gaps between gender/ethnic talent
and the broader employee population. RBC GAM UK
utilises the broad range of Employee Resource Groups
(ERGs) available in the UK. We committed in 2020 to
active identification and development of diverse talent,
improving representation and promotion gaps and analysis
of pay equity across diversity segments.
	
Encourage regional Executive Committee members and
their leadership to mentor one employee at the start of
their career in support of developing diverse talent.
	
HR have begun to utilise active listening sessions to
gain deeper insight into the employee experience.
The listening sessions are used to collate anonymous
feedback to provide the most senior members of RBC
Europe with real life experiences of these groups in order
to understand past practice and to determine how we
can move forward as a group for the better.

CASP: Catalyst Financial Education Programme
CASP was created to provide economically disadvantaged
pupils with the aspiration, belief and tools to develop
a career in the asset management industry. The
programme is a multi-year education and training
programme sponsored by the City of London Corporation,
#Talkaboutblack and the Chartered Institute for Securities
and Investment and IntoUniversity.

	
A number of RBC GAM UK female professionals were
recognised at industry-wide awards, including: Women
in Investment, WeAreTheCity, Rising Stars and Women
in Pensions.
Note: A key objective for 2022 is to bring together the RBC
GAM UK D&I Working Group and the BlueBay DE&I Forum
under a combined regional DE&I Forum.
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Responsibility for our communities
Driven by our employee-led Charity Forum,
our priorities are:
 upporting charities where we feel we can tangibly
S
contribute from both a fund raising and volunteering
perspective
Committing to give back to our communities
Progress to date:
 ormat and content of charity impact assessments
F
defined and completed for 2021
Charity budget increased from £100k to £150k,
enabling greater allocation of donations to our
charity partners and to allow flexibility to
contribute to other charitable initiatives
Continuation of existing charity partnerships for another
year: Blue Marine Foundation, EMPower, Panathlon and
The Honeypot Children’s Charity (Q4 2021)
Full integration of RBC GAM UK and BlueBay into
one Charity Forum for EMEA APAC with proportional
representation across both businesses (2021)
Reporting related to fundraising and GAYE contributions
aligned across both businesses (Q4 2021)
RBC GAM’s Global Community Engagement Programme
Community Engagement Programme launched, linking
in with the Charity Forum’s new quarterly grant making
process (Q1 2022)
Charity related policies for both businesses
documented under one policy (Q1 2022)
2 volunteering days per staff member (recorded centrally)

Schedule of fundraising and volunteering activity
with charity partners
Wider volunteering and fundraising options
made available to the firm
Rotation of committee members (Q1 2022)
We leveraged volunteering opportunities and
collaborated with other regional RBC businesses
Recommendations:
 harity related policies (e.g. matching) to be aligned as
C
part of the UK integration project – Q4 2022 / Q1 2023
To align reporting of volunteering across
both businesses
Review of charity partnerships for 2022/2023

Fig. 3: Metrics as at 29 April 2022

Annual target
2022 YTD progress
2021 full year

Volunteering

Fundraising

40%

GBP 150,000

6.11%

GBP 65,000

5.00%

GBP 105,122

COVID-19 restrictions hindered in-person volunteering opportunities during this period.
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Responsibility to our environment
RBC GAM and BlueBay support the global goal of
achieving net-zero emissions by 2050 or sooner. We also
recognise and support the need to achieve a just and
orderly transition to net-zero that promotes widely shared
economic prosperity. We are committed to achieving netzero in operations and anticipates achieving this during
fiscal year 2022.

RBC GAM UK and BlueBay’s London office moved to a
100% renewable electricity tariff, removing a significant
percentage of emissions linked to purchased electricity
and resulting in a -27.63% fall in such emissions.

RBC GAM measurements are reported at a wider group
level, but in accordance with UK legal requirements,
BlueBay measures its carbon footprint on a fiscal year
basis. Total tCO2e1 emissions in fiscal year 2021 were
378.56 tCO2e a reduction of -57.58% from fiscal year 2020.
Emissions per employee amounted to 0.90 tCO2e per
employee, a -60.95% reduction in emissions per employee
as against fiscal year 2020. There were two main drivers
behind this reduction:
 s a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, air travel by
A
BlueBay staff remained suppressed, with only 46 flights
being taken over the fiscal year, a -86.67% reduction
from the already reduced volume in fiscal year 2020.
This led to a -96.33% fall in emissions linked to air
travel on a year-on-year basis.

1 Tonnes of Carbon Dioxide equivalent – the standard
measure for assessing carbon footprints.

Fig. 4: BlueBay’s carbon emissions for fiscal year 2020 as broken out by scope are

2021 		
Scope 1

Natural gas & company owned vehicles

Scope 2

Purchased electricity

Scope 3

Business travel & waste

Total		
2020 		

tCO2e

YoY Change

0

-100%

364.28

-27.63%

14.28

-96.33%

378.56

-57.58%

tCO2e

Scope 1

Natural gas & company owned vehicles

Scope 2

Purchased electricity

503.33

Scope 3

Business travel & waste

389.07

Total		

0.13

892.40

Source: Data based on HM Governance Conversion Factors for 2020 and 2021 and international conversion factors for non-UK offices’ electricity usage.
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Responsibility for our conduct
RBC GAM and BlueBay currently report separately on
conduct, with a view to bringing them together in 2022. The
below is a summary of BlueBay conduct in 2021.
Priorities:
 aintain or enhance client satisfaction
M
Ensure continued ethical market practice
Develop our investment environmental, social and
governance (ESG) proposition
Ensure transparency around governance and
our culture
Support the Conduct Risk Committee as required
Membership of industry bodies
Alternative Investment Management Association (AIMA)
Association Luxembourgeoise des Administrateurs (ILA)
	
Association Luxembourgeoise des Compliance Officers
(ALCO)
	
Association Luxembourgeoise des fonds
d’investissement (ALFI)
	
Bundesverband Alternativer Investments (BAI)
(Association for alternative investments in Germany)
	
BVI (Association of the investment industry in Germany)
	
Carbon Disclosure Project - investor signatory since
December 2016
	
Climate Action 100+
	
City HR Association
	
Defined Contribution Investment Forum
	
Development of the Pension Funds Market (Mefop)
	
(The) Emerging Markets Investor Alliance
	
Emerging Markets Trading Association
	
(The) European Leveraged Finance Association (ELFA)
	
Farm Animal Investment Risk & Return (FAIRR)
	
(The) Global Impact Investing Network (GIIN)
	
Green Bond Transparency Platform (GBTP)
	
International Swaps and Derivatives Association
	
Investment Association (IA)
	
Investors Policy Dialogue on Deforestation (IPDD)
	
Loan Market Association (LMA)
	
Pensions for Purpose
	
Pensions Life & Savings Association (PLSA)
	
The Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI)
	
Public Relations and Communications Association
(PRCA)
	
SFAMA (Swiss Funds and Asset Management
Association)
	
Standards Board for Alternative Investments (SBAI)

	
(The FSB) Task Force on Climate Related Financial
Disclosures (TCFD)
	
Transition Pathway Initiative (TPI)
	
UN-supported Principles for Responsible
Investment (PRI)
	
VAIÖ (Association of the Austrian investment industry)
	
Verisk Maplecroft

In 2021 we launched a secure anonymous
hotline operated by an independent third party
provider for staff to report concerns or misconduct
that may violate our Code of Conduct, policies
and laws, or is otherwise unethical and could put
our organisation at risk.
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This pillar covers a number of departments and areas
across the firm, therefore the key focus is to implement
appropriate and relevant measures to be able to report
on progress.

The key indicators we have put in place to measure progress
Regulatory compliance
Code of Ethics – 100% signed
Code of Conduct – 100% signed
	
Training – 100% of staff received training
in preceding 12 months
Suppliers and contractors
Modern Slavery: progress/ completion of
actions identified from the Annual modern
slavery assessment – on-track
Investment ESG
PRI Assessment Results –
see further information on page 12

Client relations
Complaints – 0 (using BlueBay Operating
Committee Compliance KRIs)
Membership of industry bodies (listed)
Data protection breaches – 0 (No GDPR breaches
that led to an investigation or further query from
the UK Information Commissioner Office)
Governance and oversight
Board composition – 22.22% Independent
Non-Executive Directors
Board composition – 33.33% female
Conflicts Committee – created 2017, meets quarterly
Conduct Committee – created 2019, meets quarterly
Remuneration Committee – A Board level group,
chaired by an Independent Non-Exec Board Member
Trade Execution Oversight Committee –
no highlighted breaches
The 2021 BlueBay Internal Controls report for the
period 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021 did not have any
qualified control opinion
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Investment ESG
ESG is critical to RBC GAM and BlueBay, and our clients.
Our approach to responsible investment is anchored by
the knowledge that our clients have entrusted us to help
them secure a better financial future for themselves or for
the beneficiaries of the funds they manage.
Our principal duty is to maximise investment returns for
our clients without undue risk of loss. We do this within the
investment limits described in each investment mandate.
We believe that being an active, engaged, and responsible
investor empowers us to enhance the long-term, riskadjusted performance of our portfolios.
Our approach to ESG:
	
Systematically incorporating material ESG factors
into investment decision making to identify potential
risks and opportunities and improve long term, riskadjusted returns
	
Applying positive or negative screens to include or
exclude assets from the investment universe
	
Investing in assets involved in a particular ESG-related
theme or seeking to address a specific social or
environmental issue
	
Investing in assets that intend to generate a measurable
positive social or environmental impact
Within BlueBay investment strategies, ESG factors are
part of its investment management framework; which is
applicable for all managed assets. The firm uses a range of
ESG-investment strategies, ranging from ESG integration
and engagement (relevant to all assets), ESG negative
screening (all pooled funds apply a Controversial Weapons
Investment Policy and ESG-orientated funds apply further
product-based screening), norms-based screening (for
ESG-orientated funds), and proxy voting (in limited
instances, where applicable).
Our ESG investment framework is led by a dedicated
team of ESG investment specialists, who work closely
across our investment team. We are committed to evolving
our ESG efforts in line with industry best practice, and to
actively contribute and share insights into what this
should look like.
2021 key highlights for BlueBay include:
	
Enhance investment choice: We have continued to
engage with our key stakeholders to ensure BlueBay has
a compelling ESG product offering to meet investors’

evolving needs, particularly in light of EU Sustainable
Finance Regulation (e.g., EU Sustainable Finance
Disclosure Regulation (SFDR), taxonomy etc.), other
national ESG requirements and initiatives (such as ESG
fund labels) and interest in impact investing. Over the
course of 2021, this was evidenced in the expansion of
our ‘ESG orientated’ product offerings, either through
the launch of new funds or repositioning of some existing
ones to enable investors to have offerings for the SFDR
Article 8 and 9 categories (the latter in the form of our
first sustainability focused strategy).
	
ESG investment-related policies: A number of ESG
investment-related policy documents were updated in
2021, some as part of the normal review cycle, others
in light of changing practices (such as in light of our
obligations under the European SFDR regulation).
We initiated a review of our Controversial Weapons
Investment policy but this was not completed during
2021 as its revision was predicated on a broader, more
strategic discussion about its scope to better align with
the policy of our parent company, RBC GAM. The policy
update will be completed during 2022.
	
Governance and resources: We continued to review the
effectiveness of the ESG Investment Working Group
(ESG IWG), including refreshing its work programme
and membership to ensure it remains efficient. Changes
were made to expand membership to our investor
relations function. In terms of our dedicated ESG team
resourcing, we added to our in-house resource, to enable
us to continue to strengthen our practices in light of its
strategic importance and growing investor interest.
	
ESG integration and analysis: Progress was made
to bring our newer investment teams, such as the
developed market distressed debt and emerging
markets illiquid credit teams, more formally into our
issuer ESG evaluation framework during the second
half of the year. We also finalised and implemented a
bespoke investment ESG evaluation framework tailored
to structured credit investments, specifically CLO and
ABS instruments, building on our core approach. We
continued to support our investment teams with ESG
training to deepen their understanding, knowledge and
awareness of ESG-related matters. In some instances,
this was in the form of formal professional accreditation
via qualifications such as the CFA ESG Certificate, in
other instances we provided input into upcoming ones
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such as the piloting of the Climate Change Certificate
the CFA is developing, with some professionals enrolling
on this during 2021 for exams in 2022.
	
ESG infrastructure and systems: Progress was made on
a number of fronts, such as enhancing our ESG content
and the functionality of the IT systems that store our ESG
data. Regarding the reporting of firm and portfolio ESG
investment performance and activities, achievements
included the roll out of monthly fund newsletters with
the inclusion of ESG metrics, as well as enhanced ESG
reporting for our institutional clients.

External assessment of BlueBay’s ESG investment
efforts: PRI
The table below shows our annual PRI assessment results
for the 2020 reporting cycle (covering 2019 activities) and
the previous two years (please note, these figures remain
the most up to date available). As evidenced by our results,
we are perceived to demonstrate strong ESG practices,
having outperformed the median score in every category.
More information on our ESG investment practices is
available on our website.

	
Industry collaborations and initiatives: We continued to
play an active role at the industry level to advance ESG
thinking and practices in fixed income investing through
collaborations, partnerships and initiatives. Examples
include the Investors Policy Dialogue on Deforestation
(IPDD) and supporting the Farm Animal Investment Risk
& Return (FAIRR) campaign on labour standards in food
production sector. Initiatives joined during 2021 include
the Global Impacting Investing Network (GIIN) and
Pensions for Purpose.

Fig. 5: Annual PRI assessment results for the 2020 reporting cycle

Score (A+ being highest and E being lowest)
2018 reporting cycle
(2017 calendar year)

2019 reporting cycle
(2018 calendar year)1

2020 reporting cycle
(2019 calendar year)

Module/Assesment results

BlueBay

Median

BlueBay

Median

BlueBay

Median

Strategy and Governance

A+

A

A+

A

A+

A

Fixed income – SSA

A+

B

A+

B

A+

B

Fixed income –
corporate financials

A

B

A+

B

A+

B

Fixed income –
corporate non-financials

A

B

A+

B

A+

B

Source: PRI, August 2020. Note: 1 Revised results confirmed by the PRI, which differ to those in the Assessment Report. Any ratings or rankings provided should not be considered as
an endorsement of BlueBay; 2 Where the peer group comparison of performance is against relevant PRI signatories who have also completed the module. BlueBay custom peer group
includes peers deemed to have exposure to the same asset class.
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Focusing on the year ahead
The Corporate Responsibility Committee has agreed key
performance indicators and objectives that will ensure we
monitor progress and operate responsibly.
In addition to developing measurements and processes,
there is an emphasis on achieving greater alignment with
the wider RBC business, both regionally and globally.
CRC 2022 objectives
	
Merge/fully integrate the respective RBC GAM UK
and BlueBay forums and committees
	
Elevate internal and external awareness of CRC work
(supported by the Marketing & Communications team)
	
Leverage broader RBC Europe different CRC initiatives

Underlying Forum/pillar objectives
	
Charity Forum: Grow volunteering rates back
towards 40% target
	
DE&I Forum: Fully merge the RBC GAM UK D&I
Working Group and the BlueBay DE&I Forum
	
Employee Forum: Support the London office move
	
ESG: Align our commitment to ESG with RBC Europe
	
Social Forum: through events and initiatives,
bring together the two businesses to support
our integration

“An emphasis on achieving greater
alignment with the wider RBC business,
both regionally and globally.”
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